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Differential but Complementary Mnemonic Functions
of the Hippocampus and Subiculum
distinct segregation of temporal firing tendencies be-
tween neurons recorded from subiculum and hippocam-
pus during performance of a spatial delayed-nonmatch-
Sam A. Deadwyler* and Robert E. Hampson
Department of Physiology and Pharmacology
Wake Forest University School of Medicine
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 27157 to-sample (DNMS) memory task. In that report, it was
shown that cells classified primarily on the basis of their
temporal firing characteristics accounted for the total
number of task-relevant features in the DNMS task, eachSummary
cell type differentially encoding a given task phase or
event. However, the necessity of such task-related en-In this study we describe how the hippocampus and
subiculum act in concert to encode information in a coding could only be determined via trial-by-trial as-
sessment requiring more sensitive analyses. Here, wespatial delayed-nonmatch-to-sample (DNMS) task.
This encoding was functionally partitioned between demonstrate that trial-specific information is encoded
in a complementary manner in these two structures andneurons within subiculum and hippocampus to
uniquely identify trial-specific information accounting that such encoding accounts for nearly all the variations
in DNMS task performance. The delay dependence offor both spatial and temporal constraints on perfor-
mance within and between trials. Encoding by subicu- DNMS performance on a normally operating hippocam-
pus and subiculum has been demonstrated previouslylar neurons in the task was normally accurate and
specific, but only if delays were shorter than 15 s, (Hampson et al., 1999a; Hampson and Deadwyler, 2003),
but the trial-by-trial analysis in the current study bringswhereas trial-specific information encoded by hippo-
campal neurons was subject to strong biases from this relationship into a new perspective. The result of
these new investigations suggests that animals performprior trial sequences and was accessible only when
delays exceeded 15 s. The two structures operated the DNMS task largely on the basis of prior trial events
and outcomes. Within this context, concomitantly re-in a complementary manner to encode information
correctly on 75% of all trials using the above strate- corded hippocampal and subicular neural activity pro-
vided a model for predicting performance in the taskgies. The remaining 25% of trials were at risk due
to inherent idiosyncrasies by which hippocampal and based on knowledge of prior trial firing tendencies.
subicular neurons encoded information and became
errors when the random sequence of trials conflicted Results and Discussion
with these constraints.
Spatial and Temporal Partitioning
Introduction of DNMS Performance
As shown previously (Deadwyler et al., 1996), perfor-
The hippocampus and subiculum are major elements in mance in the DNMS task varied inversely with length of
a memory circuit that projects back to the origin of its delay. Short delay trials of 1–15 s produced a range of
inputs: the entorhinal cortex and other parahippocampal performance from 80% to 92% correct, while longer
structures (Kloosterman et al., 2003; Lavenex and delays (15–30 s) were associated with decreased perfor-
Amaral, 2000; Naber et al., 2000; Witter et al., 2000). mance within the range of 55%–75% correct (chance
Lesions at many different levels of this circuit signifi- performance  50%). Figure 1A (right) illustrates the
cantly alter hippocampal task-dependent representa- linear delay-dependent slope of performance-by-delay
tions (Barrientos et al., 2002; Muir and Bilkey, 2003; via a curve that typically provides evidence that reten-
Nakazawa et al., 2003; Steffenach et al., 2002). There is tion of information “decays,” or becomes vulnerable to
little doubt that in rodents, the hippocampus plays an disruption, as the time between sample encoding and
important role in the representation of recent events nonmatch choice is increased (Hampson and Dead-
when tested in spatial (Brun et al., 2002; Burgess, 2002; wyler, 1996). The results of a trial-by-trial analysis, pre-
Fyhn et al., 2002; Wilson, 2002; Wood et al., 2000) and sented below, however, reveal differential but comple-
nonspatial (Agster et al., 2002; Van Elzakker et al., 2003) mentary mechanisms that provide the basis for the
memory tasks. Although there has been considerable apparent delay-dependent nature of the performance
progress in understanding the role of the hippocampus shown in Figure 1A.
and the types of memories it subserves, much less is
known about its nearest neighbor, the subiculum (An- Subicular and Hippocampal Ensemble Firing
derson and O’Mara, 2003; Golob et al., 2001). Is Partitioned in the DNMS Task
Currently, several reports have suggested that multi- Simultaneous recording of ensembles of dorsal subicu-
ple pathways connect these two structures and that a lar and hippocampal CA1 neurons from the same ani-
simple CA1-to-subiculum “relay” may not be an accu- mals across multiple DNMS sessions showed that neu-
rate depiction of processing between these areas rons from both structures generated significant but
(Kloosterman et al., 2003; Naber et al., 2000). In a recent differential firing changes during the task (Hampson and
article (Hampson and Deadwyler, 2003), we showed a Deadwyler, 2003). Figure 1B (left) shows the electrode
array used to record the neurons reported here, and a
histological section from one animal identifying one pair*Correspondence: sdeadwyl@wfubmc.edu
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Figure 1. DNMS Performance with Subicular
and Hippocampal Cell Firing
(A) Right: Schematic of delayed-nonmatch-
to-sample (DNMS) task. Top: Sample phase
in which a single lever (left or right) is ex-
tended and pressed (SR). Delay phase (1–30 s
duration) initiated by sample lever press and
requiring a nose poke in the device on the
opposite wall. Nonmatch phase initiated by
last nose poke (LNP) after delay times out.
Both levers are presented and nonmatch re-
sponse (NR) on the lever opposite the sample
(SR) is reinforced with water reward. Bottom:
Response on same lever as the SR consti-
tutes an error (match). Left: DNMS perfor-
mance curve showing decrease in mean
(SEM) percent correct performance as a
function of delay (1–30 s interval in 5 s incre-
ments).
(B) Left, top: Electrode array was constructed
to place two rows of 8 (30–40 m) electrodes
arranged longitudinally in dorsal CA1 and su-
biculum. Left, bottom: Histological section
(cresyl violet stain) shows tracks (arrows)
from one pair of array electrodes terminating
in CA1 (H) and subicular (S) regions in the
same section. Right: Ensemble firing of su-
bicular (gray) and hippocampal (black) cell
types constructed from neurons shown in
Table 1 during DNMS task (30 s delay). En-
semble firing rate was normalized over 100
trials at 30 s delay. Bin size  100 ms; DNMS
events: SR, sample response; delay (indi-
cated at bottom) in seconds; LNP, last nose
poke in the delay interval; NR, nonmatch re-
sponse.
(C) Trial-specific firing of subicular (Sub) and
hippocampal (Hipp) cell types. Trial-based
rasters (inside box) show firing patterns of
individual subicular (SED and S/N) and hippo-
campal (SC, NC, Trial-type) cells over trials
with 30 s delay interval. Each dot represents
firing of a single spike, and each row is a
single continuous 30 s trial. Labels and sym-
bols are the same as in (B) and Table 1.
of array electrode placements in the dorsal hippocampal mean: peak firing, 4.9  0.4 Hz, versus baseline, 1.9 
0.3 Hz; F(1,398)  21.37, p  0.001], while at this sameand subicular subregions is shown. The implantation
site for the array placed the outer row of electrodes in time the ensemble of hippocampal neurons (black histo-
gram) fired at baseline levels [ensemble mean: 15 s,the dorsal hippocampal CA1 cell layer and the inner row
of electrodes in layer II of the dorsal subiculum 800 m 1.4  0.2 Hz, versus baseline, 1.2  0.3 Hz; F(1,398) 
2.16, N.S.]. There was almost a complete reversal ofcloser to the midline. Figure 1B (right) shows normalized
average ensembles of all neurons (Table 1) within the this relationship on trials with delays 15 s: subicular
ensemble firing was markedly decreased from its initialDNMS trial. Subicular neurons (gray histogram) fired ro-
bustly in the early portion (15 s) of the delay [ensemble level [mean: 15 s, 2.1  0.2 Hz, versus baseline;
Table 1. Hippocampal and Subicular Trial-Specific Cell Types
Number of Cells Recorded
Cell Type Abbreviation Brain Region Left “Tuned” Right “Tuned”
Sample/nonmatch S/N Subiculum 16 19
Sample-early delay SED Subiculum 23 18
Sample conjunctive SC Hippocampus 31 28
Trial-type Trial-type Hippocampus 26 23
Nonmatch conjunctive NC Hippocampus 27 30
Total 123 118
Number of animals  25
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F(1,398) 2.09, N.S.], and hippocampal ensembles sig- trial, each of the above hippocampal cell types (SC and
NC) was specifically “tuned” to a particular lever positionnificantly increased firing if the delay was15 s [ensem-
ble mean: delays 15 s, 3.9  0.2 Hz, versus baseline; (Table 1) in that the maximum firing for a given cell
occurred on either a left or right lever press. This ten-F(1,398)  13.7, p  0.001]. We did not record cells in
CA1 that showed the same early-delay firing as in the dency to fire to “conjunctions” of temporal and spatial
features of the task has been reported previously bysubiculum, nor did any subicular cells accelerate firing
in the late delay phase in the same manner as hippocam- ourselves (Hampson et al., 1999b, 2002; Hampson and
Deadwyler, 1996, 1998, 2003) and others (Eichenbaum,pal cell types, indicating that these cell types were re-
corded from functionally diverse brain areas. Since hip- 1993; Wiener et al., 1989; Otto and Eichenbaum, 1992).
The most unique trial-specific cells were the hippo-pocampal ensemble activity increased to well above
baseline at delays 15 s (Figure 1B) and performance campal Trial-type cells. These neurons fired in all three
phases of the DNMS task, i.e., sample, late delay (15 s),decreased linearly at these same delays (Figure 1A), the
specific role of hippocampus in the task was unclear and nonmatch phase (Figure 1C); and unlike other hippo-
campal neurons that fired to particular events, Trial-typeand therefore was a primary issue with respect to this in-
vestigation. cells fired maximally with respect to one of the two types
of trials that occurred, defined by the position of the
lever presented in the sample phase. Thus, a given Trial-Subicular and Hippocampal Functional Cell Types
type cell showed maximal firing (i.e., was “tuned”) onIn prior communications, we demonstrated the exis-
either a left sample/right nonmatch trial or a right sam-tence of “functional cell types” in hippocampus and
ple/left nonmatch trial (Table 1). However, as with SCsubiculum, that is, neurons that show task-relevant firing
and NC cells, such firing was not exclusive in that oppo-correlates in the DNMS paradigm (Hampson et al.,
sitely tuned Trial-type cells could increase firing signifi-1999b; Hampson and Deadwyler, 2000, 2003). An impor-
cantly on the same trial. Hence, firing of all trial-specifictant finding, however, was that not all task-related neu-
cell types in either hippocampus or subiculum could berons in either the subiculum or the hippocampus exhib-
classified as either appropriate (A) or inappropriate (I)ited significant firing rate changes in relation to DNMS
for a given event or trial, depending upon whether theperformance on a given trial. Rather, some neurons were
tuned firing matched (A) or was opposite to (I) the behav-classified as “event-specific” because they fired when-
ioral events or contingencies on a given trial (Figure 1A).ever a particular event (i.e., left lever press) occurred in
the task irrespective of performance accuracy (Hamp-
son and Deadwyler, 2003). Hence, an understanding of Within-Trial Firing Dynamics of Subicular
and Hippocampal Cell Typeswhich cells in subiculum and hippocampus exhibited
significant changes in firing rate correlated with perfor- The ensemble firing patterns of subicular and hippocam-
pal trial-specific neurons in Figure 1B are normalizedmance accuracy on a given trial was critical for determin-
ing each structure’s role in processing task information. averages of the firing patterns of the individual cell types
shown in Figure 1C. Subicular SED cells showed maxi-This subpopulation of cells in each structure in which
performance and firing were correlated consisted of two mal sustained firing for the initial 5–10 s of the delay
(mean peak: 5 s, 4.8  0.3 Hz), and then firing declinedtypes in the subiculum (sample-early delay [SED] and
sample/nonmatch [S/N] cells) and three types in the linearly over the next 5 s to baseline levels by 15 s of the
delay [mean: 15 s, 2.4 0.2 Hz, versus peak; F(1,398)hippocampus (sample-conjunctive [SC], nonmatch-con-
junctive [NC], and Trial-type cells). The within-trial firing 19.31, p  0.001]. S/N cells exhibited two firing peaks
in the sample [mean peak: 3.9  0.3 Hz, versus meanpatterns of these five cell types have been described
previously (Hampson and Deadwyler, 2003) and are baseline: 1.9  0.2 Hz; F(1,398)  11.06, p  0.001] and
nonmatch [mean peak: 5.1  0.3 Hz, versus baseline;shown in Figure 1C and listed in Table 1. Subicular sam-
ple-early delay (SED) cells showed significantly elevated F(1,398)  23.76, p  0.001] phases, respectively, but
did not fire in the delay. Thus, during the early portionfiring at the time of the sample response, which was
sustained throughout the early portion (10 s) of the of the delay interval (15 s), the only cells that were
active in either structure and could correlate with perfor-delay (Figure 1C) but declined to baseline levels between
11 and 15 s and remained at baseline if the delay was mance were SED cells in subiculum.
Firing of hippocampal NC and Trial-type cells (Figurelonger. This decline of firing in the delay was spontane-
ous and not associated with any identifiable or recorded 1C) accelerated linearly from baseline rates in the early
delay (1–10 s, 1.3  0.3 Hz) to maximum rates on trialsbehavioral correlate (i.e., nose pokes) and occurred sys-
tematically across different animals (n  22). Subicular with very long delays25 s [25–30 s firing, 4.9 0.5 Hz,
versus baseline; F(1,398)24.79, p 0.001]. However, itsample/nonmatch (S/N) cells fired in a brief burst during
the sample response similar to SEDs but were inactive was determined that the rate of increase or “accelera-
tion” across the delay interval of NC and Trial-type cellsduring all portions of the delay (Table 1). S/N cells also
exhibited a second firing peak during the lever press in was controlled by the peak firing rate achieved by SC
and Trial-type cells in the sample phase of the same trial.the nonmatch phase of the task (Figure 1C).
Performance-related cells in the hippocampal CA1 This “within-trial” dynamic is illustrated by the stylized
curves in Figure 2A. If peak firing in the sample phaseregion included sample-conjunctive (SC) cells that fired
only during the sample phase of the task and nonmatch- was low (blue firing trajectory in Figure 2A), firing of the
same Trial-type cells, as well as NC cells, acceleratedconjunctive (NC) cells that fired in the nonmatch phase
of the task as well as in the late (15 s) portion of the slowly in the subsequent delay with a trajectory set to
terminate by the end of the 30 s delay at the same peakdelay. In addition to their temporal selectivity within the
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firing level as in the sample phase. Alternatively, if the
sample firing level on the trial was high, the acceleration
in firing of Trial-type and NC cells across the 30 s delay
interval was correspondingly faster (red firing trajectory
in Figure 2A) and therefore achieved higher firing rates
at all delay intervals.
The behavioral contingency of the DNMS task speci-
fied a lever press in the nonmatch phase that was oppo-
site the sample phase response. On correct trials, there-
fore, the controlled acceleration of firing in the delay
consisted of the appropriate (A) Trial-type and NC cells
tuned to fire to a lever position that was opposite to
that which SC cells fired during the sample phase of the
same trial. Hippocampal Trial-type cells were therefore
unique since they fired with opposite spatial position
correlates in separate phases of the trial, and if appro-
priate (A), they provided the sustained logical represen-
tation necessary to satisfy the nonmatch behavioral con-
tingency. Thus, on any given trial, three types of CA1
neurons exhibited significant firing peaks associated
with performance: an SC cell appropriate to the sample
lever position; an NC cell tuned to fire in the delay and
in the nonmatch phase to the opposite lever; and a Trial-
type cell that fired in the sample (as the SC cell) as well
as the delay and nonmatch phases (as the NC cell).
Between-Trial Firing Dynamics
In previous reports, we have indicated that prior trial
outcomes can influence both behavioral and hippocam-
pal cell firing correlates during performance of the next
trial (Hampson and Deadwyler, 1996, 1998; Hampson et
al., 1999a). In the current analysis, it was confirmed
that prior trial firing rates had a significant influence on
subicular and hippocampal cell discharges on the next
trial [overall correlation, influence of prior trial rate, su-
biculum: r2 0.62; F(7,398) 9.82, p 0.001; hippocam-
pus: r2 0.71; F(7,398) 13.36, p 0.001]. The following
three factors were determined to influence firing rate onFigure 2. Within- and Between-Trial Influences on Hippocampal
the next trial: (1) duration of prior trial delay, (2) typeand Subicular Cell Firing during DNMS Task
of prior trial (whether the next trial was the same, i.e.,(A) Within-trial dynamic. Stylized firing trajectories of hippocampal
“repeated,” or was different from the preceding trial),trial-specific ensemble firing pattern during the DNMS trial (Figure
1B). Illustration shows that peak rate of sample phase firing of SC and (3) whether the prior trial was correct or an error.
and Trial-type cells (Figure 1C) determines terminal firing rate Effect of Prior Trial Delay
achieved at different times during the delay interval by same Trial- The marked effect of delay duration in the prior trial on
type and NC cells that become active during the delay (Figure 1C). firing of hippocampal and subicular cell types on the
Different firing trajectories across the delay interval (distinguished
next trial is illustrated in Figure 2B. This effect was oppo-by different colored lines) correspond to specific sample peak firing
levels of SC and Trial-type cells. Note that hippocampal cell firing
below 2 Hz on all trials with delays 15 s does not correlate with
behavioral events.
firing of SED cells. Hippocampal plot (red) represents mean of nor-(B) Between-trial interaction. Due to the above within-trial dynamic,
the length of prior trial delay strongly influences the extent to which malized firing rates summed over NC and Trial-type cells. Dashed
lines indicate firing rates on error trials that are below threshold firinghippocampal cells fire on the next trial. This is illustrated by showing
the occurrence of the nonmatch response (NR) at different times rates (dotted lines) for correct behavioral performance. Successive
occurrence of short (S) and long (L) trials is shown (sequence) atduring the trial. Red, blue, and green traces depict different end-
of-delay firing levels attained for the same firing trajectory set by bottom of figure.
(D) Sequential effect of prior trial type. Fluctuation in delay phasepeak firing in the sample phase of the task. The between-trial interac-
tion is illustrated by respective colored arrows from end-of-delay firing of differentially “tuned” Trial-type and SED cells as a function
of prior type of trial (L or R). Sequence at bottom depicts trial typefiring to sample peak firing on the next trial. A similar between-trial
interaction (dashed and solid black arrows) is shown for subicular labeled according to lever (L or R) presented in the sample phase
of the trial: mean (SEM) delay phase firing (SED, peak firing atcell firing but with the opposite consequence as the prior trial de-
lay increases. 0–10 s; Trial-type, sustained maximum firing at 25–30 s) for trials
with delays of 25–30 s is shown for each cell type. Abbreviations:(C) Sequential effect of delay duration. Sequences of trials with short
(15 s) versus long (15 s) delays differentially affect subicular (blue L SED, left SED cells (n  23); R SED, right SED cells (n  18);
L:R, left sample/right nonmatch Trial-type cells (n  26); R:L, rightlines) and hippocampal (red lines) ensemble mean firing rate in the
delay phase on DNMS trials. Subicular plot (blue) represents mean sample/left nonmatch Trial-type cells (n  23).
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site in subiculum compared to hippocampus. If the prior types were “tuned” to fire to a particular lever position
trial delay was short (5 s), firing in subicular SED cells or trial-type, firing could be appropriate (A) or inappropri-
on the next trial was near maximum and yielded subse- ate (I) with respect to the lever press position within the
quent high peak firing rates (red dashed trajectory in trial. In the subiculum, if the prior trial was correct, then
Figure 2B). However, if the prior trial delay extended the subpopulation of SED cells tuned to the sample
beyond 5 s, firing of SED cells on the next trial decreased lever position presented on the next trial (A) fired with
(Figures 1B and 2B) in direct relation to the decline in significantly higher rates (appropriate [A] peak: 4.9 
SED firing level within the delay of the prior trial [mean: 0.2 Hz) than SED cells that encoded the opposite lever
prior trial 5 s, 4.9  0.3 Hz, versus prior trial 5 s, position [inappropriate (I) peak: 4.2  0.3 Hz, versus
3.5  0.4 Hz; F(1,398)  7.87, p  0.01]. In contrast, appropriate [A] peak; F(1,398)  7.31, p  0.01]. This
firing rate of the three types of CA1 cells during the is shown in Figure 2D (black curves) for different trial
sample phase of the next trial was an increasing function sequences with the same duration of delay. However,
of duration of prior trial delay (green and red trajectories the influence of prior trial type on subicular SED cell
in Figure 2B). There was a strong positive correlation firing was much less than that produced by the duration
between prior trial delay duration and SC and Trial-type of the delay on the preceding trial (Figure 2C).
cell firing in the sample phase of the next trial [combined For hippocampal cells, the influence of the type of the
r2  0.79 for both cell types; F(1,1573)  22.18, p  preceding trial on firing in the sample phase of the next
0.001]. However, if prior trials consisted of delays 15 trial had much more impact. This is illustrated in Figure
s, firing in the prior delay was low or near baseline for 2D for differently tuned Trial-type cells, but was also the
hippocampal (NC and Trial-type) cells (blue trajectory in case for NC cells. There was a very strong tendency for
Figures 2B, 1B, and 1C), and as a consequence, sample Trial-type cells to alternate firing tendencies if the prior
phase SC and Trial-type cell firing rates were signifi- trial was different from the next trial. This alternation
cantly reduced on the next trial [mean: prior trial delay bias was so great that it produced a conflict with the
15 s, 2.4 0.4 Hz, versus prior trial delay15 s, 4.3 proper encoding of the sample lever position if the next
0.4 Hz; F(1,398)  9.21, p  0.01]. By comparison, in trial “repeated” (did not alternate). Figure 2D shows that
the subiculum if the prior trial delay was15 s, the firing for repeating trial sequences (i.e., R-R, L-L), the ten-
rate of SED cells was minimal [mean: prior trial delay dency to alternate firing of different Trial-type cells re-
15 s, 3.2 0.4 Hz, versus prior trial delay15 s, 4.7 quired approximately three consecutive trials to dissi-
0.3 Hz; F(1,398)  11.39, p  0.001]. pate. As with prior trial delay, because the occurrence of
The influence of prior trial delay was manifested con- any trial type was random, the above biases continually
tinually during the session across different trial se- interacted to produce marked trial-to-trial fluctuations
quences. Figure 2C shows that following a series of two in hippocampal cell firing tendencies within the session
or more short (S) trials (15 s), hippocampal Trial-type (Figures 2D).
cell firing on the next trial was markedly reduced (mean, The basis of this alternation in firing bias is shown
short series: 2.1  0.2 Hz, near baseline) but reached a more specifically in Figure 3 for two different Trial-type
maximum following a series of three long (L) trials (15 s) cells whose maximum firing rates were tuned to oppo-
[mean: long series, 4.9  0.3 Hz, versus baseline; site trials (Figure 3: R-L cell, top; L-R cell, bottom). Peri-
F(1,398)  12.44, p  0.001]. In contrast to subicular event histograms were constructed to show continued
SED cells, a reciprocal firing pattern emerged, in that firing of both cells from the prior trial nonmatch phase
firing after long trial sequences was at its lowest and through the intertrial interval (ITI) and into the sample
after short trial sequences was high [mean: long series, phase of the next trial. Thus, when the prior trial was
3.2 0.4 Hz, versus short series, 5.1 0.4 Hz; F(1,398) different from the next trial (i.e., alternated), both cells
11.28, p  0.001]. If appropriate (A) hippocampal and/ exhibited appropriate (A) but reciprocal firing patterns
or subicular cell types fired above the levels indicated
with respect to prior trial (NR) versus next trial (SR)
by the solid red and blue lines, respectively, in Figure
events (Figure 3A) in accordance with their oppositely
2C, trials were correct. However, trials became “at risk”
tuned firing characteristics. However, if the next trialfor errors when firing rates for hippocampal or subicular
repeated, firing in the sample phase (SR) was higher forcells, because of preceding trial sequence, dropped be-
the inappropriate (I) than for the appropriate (A) Trial-low this threshold level (Figure 2C, red and blue dashed
type cell (Figures 3B and 3C, peaks marked I versus A).lines). Thus, if either long or short delay trials persisted,
This tendency for inappropriate (I) Trial-type cells to fireopposite firing biases in each structure were enhanced
above appropriate (A) cells on the next trial, due to lackand performance was vulnerable if the series changed
of firing in the prior trial, often led to increased risk of(Figures 2B and 2C). Since duration of the delay interval
an error (the horizontal dashed line in Figure 3). As wouldon any given trial varied randomly between 1 and 30 s
be expected, this between-trial reciprocity of Trial-typein 1.0 s intervals during the session, duration of prior
cell firing interacted directly with the influence of priortrial delay was a major source of between-trial firing
trial delay (Figures 2B and 2C).variability in both structures (Figure 2C).
Influence of Preceding Trial Type
Appropriate versus Inappropriate SubicularIn addition to the duration of the prior trial delay, subicu-
and Hippocampal Cell Firinglar and hippocampal cell firing in the sample phase on
In the above analysis, we indicated that there was athe next trial was influenced independently by the “type”
clear distinction between subicular and hippocampalof prior trial, that is, whether the trial repeated (i.e.,
cell firing that partitioned trial encoding as a function ofwhether the sample lever position was the same or not).
Since all trial-specific subicular and hippocampal cell short (15 s) versus long (15 s) delays (Figures 1B and
Neuron
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Figure 3. Transition in Trial-Type Cell Firing across Trials
Perievent histograms span the 10 s intertrial interval (ITI) between the prior trial NR and the next trial SR. Reciprocal firing patterns between
two different Trial-type cells (R:L, upper and L:R, lower) are shown for ITIs bridging the transition from either a different (A) or repeat (B and
C) sequence of two trials. Horizontal line in each histogram indicates difference level necessary for correct performance.
(A) Transition between different L-R trials. Both cells show reciprocal firing peaks when the prior and next trial differ.
(B) Transition between repeat L-L trials. Appropriately (A) tuned cell (L:R, lower) shows low firing, while inappropriately (I) tuned cell (R:L,
upper) shows above-threshold firing at SR on next trial.
(C) Transition between repeat R-R trials (same cells as in A and B). Inappropriate (I) L:R-tuned cell (lower) shows above-threshold firing, while
appropriate (A) R:L-tuned cell (upper) shows below-threshold firing to SR on next trial. A, Trial-type cell firing to appropriate (i.e., tuned) lever
position; I, Trial-type cell encoding of inappropriate lever position. Histograms were synchronized to nonmatch response (NR), mean onset,
and latency of sample presentation (SP) and sample response (SR) indicated by dashed lines, bins  100 ms, n  100 trials per histogram.
1C). In addition, we revealed the existence of influences bust in hippocampal than subicular cells and ap-
proached that exhibited in sample phase firing.that control firing tendencies both within and between
individual trials (Figure 2). Because of these dynamics, Figure 4B shows the differentiation of appropriate (A)
and inappropriate (I) hippocampal Trial-type cell firingany cell type could exhibit a marked increase in firing
that was either appropriate or inappropriate to the be- as a function of four possible combinations of preceding
trial type and delay. It is clear that short (15 s) trialshavioral contingency in effect on a given trial, dependent
upon prior trial conditions (Figure 3). The bar graph in that repeated (Figure 4B, upper left) had the greatest
negative impact on Trial-type cell firing on the next trial.Figure 4A shows the average firing tendencies of each
cell type plotted for the sample, delay (in 5 s increments), Cell firing that was inappropriate (I) for the lever press
response on that trial was more robust than appropriateand nonmatch phases of the task. Cell firing was sorted
into appropriate (A) and inappropriate (I) categories to (A) cell firing as the duration of the delay in the trial
increased [asterisks in Figure 4B: *F(1,398)  6.9, p illustrate the fact that, on average, specifically tuned
cell types fired more on trials in which their respective 0.01; **F(1,398)  13.3, p  0.001]. Conversely, if the
prior trial was long and different (Figure 4B lower right),appropriate (solid bars) events occurred than when the
opposite, inappropriate (striped bars) events occurred. firing of appropriate (A) Trial-type cells was greater than
inappropriate (I) cell firing at all delays. The other twoThe corresponding line graph at the top of Figure 4A
shows the mean differences between A and I cell firing conditions, prior trials that repeated with long (15 s)
delays (Figure 4B, lower left) and prior trials that werefor subicular (SED) and hippocampal (Trial-type and NC)
cells over the same events and delay intervals. Even different and had short delays (Figure 4B, upper right),
were only influential if the delay in the next trial wasthough the average firing of subicular (SUB) cells de-
clined markedly in the early delay (Figure 4A, bar graph), near maximum. The differences for Trial-type cell firing
shown in Figure 4B were also consistent for hippocam-A versus I cell firing remained sufficiently differentiated
to be behaviorally significant over all delay intervals pal NC cells (not shown). The breakout of the four major
prior trial conditions in Figure 4B identifies the basis for15 s [asterisks in line graph, *F(1,398) 6.7, p 0.01].
This accounts for the fact that correct performance was the mean differences between Trial-type cell A and I
firing shown in Figure 4A.maintained at 77.4%  5.3% over these same trials
(Figure 1A). The bar graph in Figure 4A also shows that
in the later portions of the delay and in the nonmatch Subicular and Hippocampal Cell Firing
and Behavioral Errorsphase, Trial-type and NC cells (HIPP) exhibited in-
creased firing rates to nearly the same level as subicular Given the above-described influences of prior type of
trial and delay (Figures 2–4) on subicular and hippocam-cells in the initial delay. However, the mean difference
between A and I cell firing (Figure 4A) in the longer pal cell firing, it was important to examine whether these
circumstances led to behavioral errors on the next trial.(20 s) delay intervals (line graph) was much more ro-
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Figure 4. Firing Rates of Subicular and Hip-
pocampal Cells Averaged over All Delays
(A) Bar graph depicts mean (SEM) firing rate
of indicated cell types during sample and
nonmatch responses (SR, NR), and at 5 s in-
tervals over the 30 s delay period. Peak cell
firing rates were sorted into appropriate (A)
versus inappropriate (I) categories for a given
cell type (Figure 3) and are indicated by solid
versus striped bars. Line plot indicates mean
difference in firing rate (A I Hz) on each trial,
for subicular (filled circles) and hippocampal
(open circles) cell types, plotted for the same
events and delay intervals as the bar graph.
Dashed line represents (p 0.01) significance
level corresponding to behaviorally relevant
(0.5 Hz) mean firing rate difference between
A and I cells. Asterisks indicate significantly
higher mean firing rates for A versus I cell
firing (*p 0.01, **p 0.001). n 12,500 trials.
(B) Breakout of Trial-type cell firing shown in
line plot (Figure 4A) for four different prior trial
combinations—repeat versus different and
short versus long. Significant differences be-
tween mean peak firing rates are indicated
by asterisks (*p  0.01, **p  0.001).
Because subicular cell firing was associated only with short delay (15 s) trials had little influence on perfor-
mance of the next trial if the delay was long enough forshort delay trials, activity in this structure was nearly
always coincident with the highest level of performance hippocampal cells to fire [mean % correct performance
after error, 74% 5%, versus performance after correct,in the task [mean short delay trials, 80%–90%, versus
mean overall, 77%; F(1,493)  29.44, p  0.001]. The 79%  5%; F(1,493)  1.43, N.S.]. However, if the prior
trial delay was 16–20 s and an error, performance onmost important factor that influenced performance on
short delay trials (15 s) was whether an error occurred the next trial was severely decreased to 62%  6%
[F(1,493) 31.93, p 0.0001], and if the prior trial delayon the preceding trial. This was evidenced by a strong
correlation between errors on the prior trial and errors was 25 s and an error, performance on the next trial
was reduced to chance levels [mean: 50%  3%;on the next trial [r2 0.86; F(1,1573) 23.16, p 0.001].
On short delay trials following an error, inappropriate (I) F(1,493)  45.20, p  0.001]. This condition arose from
the strong encoding biases for the next trial, which wereSED and S/N cells fired at higher rates than appropriate
(A) cells [SED, I versus A: F(1,398)  11.84, p  0.001; enhanced following long delay errors [mean: prior error
(20 s), 4.9 0.2 Hz, versus prior correct (20 s), 3.6S/N, I versus A: F(1,398) 13.58, p 0.001]. This strong
bias resulted in a significant decrease in performance 0.4 Hz; F(1,398)12.09, p0.001]. Under this condition,
the sample response on the next trial, irrespective ofto 23%  5% [versus overall; F(1,493)  45.39, p 
0.001 versus overall] if the next trial was the same or position, maximally activated the opposite Trial-type
and SC cells not active in the prior trial and maximallyrepeated. This bias provided highly successful encod-
ing, however, if the next trial was different than the error suppressed firing of cells associated with the preceding
error trial (Figures 3B and 3C). Thus, if the prior trial wastrial [mean: 91% 4% correct, versus overall; F(1,493)
36.72, p  0.001]. a long delay error and repeated, IA cell firing occurred.
Ironically, the strong reciprocity between Trial-type cellsAs might be expected (Figure 2B), errors on preceding
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Figure 5. DNMS Performance and Hippo-
campal Cell Firing Partitioned on a Trial-to-
Trial Basis
(A) Performance curve from Figure 1A (red)
partitioned into four separate categories cor-
responding to each of the preceding trial con-
ditions shown in Figure 4B. Each curve re-
flects mean percent correct performance on
the next trial across all delays (horizontal
axis), preceded by a particular trial type as
indicated by the legend. Largest and smallest
SEM for each condition are indicated by error
bars. Vertical line at 11–15 s interval distin-
guishes subicular (1–15 s, short delay) from
hippocampal (15–30 s, long delay) firing dur-
ing the delay (see Figures 4A and 1B). Num-
bers (1–6) next to each point refer to graphs
shown in (B).
(B) Bar graphs show frequency distributions
of mean percent trials as a function of firing
difference (A I Hz). Blue bars represent cor-
rect trials in which A  I. Red bars indicate
error trials in which A  I. Each bar graph
reflects the degree of difference in firing rate
between differently “tuned” Trial-type cells
on each trial. Vertical axis is the percentage
of total trials in which A  I (Hz) differences
occurred (n 400 to 600 trials per condition).
Numbers (1–6) on each bar graph correspond
to means with the same numbers in (A).
(Figure 3) redirected appropriate (A) cell firing to trials trial. Performance on the next trial was segregated on
the basis of whether the prior trial was short (15 s,that repeated, resulting in a deliberate “miscode” of
the sample lever press if the next trial was different open triangles) or long (15 s, filled triangles) and was
different (dotted lines) or repeated (dashed lines). The(Hampson and Deadwyler, 1996).
red line is the average plotted over all trials (Figure 1B).
It is clear that only trials that repeated (dashed lines)DNMS Behavior Is Partitioned Similar
to Hippocampal and Subicular Cell Firing exhibited a delay dependence with respect to perfor-
mance on the next trial. Trials preceded by long trialsBecause the DNMS task generated delay-dependent
behavior (Figure 1B), performance on the next trial was (filled triangles) showed higher performance levels over
all delays than those preceded by short (open triangles)examined across the same four possible prior trial influ-
ences as shown in Figure 4B. The prior trial combina- trials [mean: prior long, 83%  4%, versus prior short,
68%  7%; F(1,493)  32.63, p  0.001]. In addition, iftions that produced the largest influence on perfor-
mance in the next trial were (1) long delay trials that the next trial was 10 s, performance was greater on
repeat versus different trials [mean: repeat, 94%  2%,were different from the next trial [mean: different, 85%
3%, versus repeat, 72%  4%; F(1,493)  21.93, p  versus different, 81% 3%; F(1,493) 15.42, p 0.001]
irrespective of prior trial duration (Figure 5A, dashed0.001] and (2) short delay trials that repeated following
an error [mean: repeat, 20%  8%, versus different, versus dotted lines). However, this influence shifted
markedly if the delay on the next trial was10 s, perfor-88%  4%; F(1,493)  37.62, p  0.001]. Performance
at short delays on the next trial, if preceded by a long mance levels on trials that differed actually increased
over all remaining delays [mean: different, 88%  4%,delay trial (of either type), was associated with a signifi-
cant decrease in accuracy [mean: long delay preceding, versus repeat, 52%  3%; F(1,493)  45.76, p  0.001;
Figure 5A, dotted lines]. Moreover, if the prior trial was80%  4%, versus short delay preceding, 87%  4%;
F(1,493)  11.94, p  0.001]. a long delay and different, performance on the next trial
was nearly perfect [mean: long different, 99%  1%,Figure 5A displays separate performance/delay
curves for each of the four preceding trial conditions versus 100%, F(1,493)  0.81, N.S.; Figure 5A, Long,
Different]. These four separate performance trends(Figure 4B) with respect to duration of delay on the next
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reached maximum separation (Figure 4B) when the de- types (Figures 2–5). Because performance on nearly all
the randomly occurring trials during the session couldlay on the next trial exceeded 25 s (Figure 5A).
be accounted for on the basis of this prior trial historyThe marked changes in performance as a function of
(Figure 5), the associated subicular and hippocampalprior trial type and delay were reflected by the differ-
cell firing tendencies (Figures 4 and 5) were thereforeences in frequencies of trials in which appropriate (A)
not only necessary but also sufficient to account forversus inappropriate (I) Trial-type cell firing dominated.
nearly all DNMS task-relevant behavior. The temporalThis is shown by the distributions in Figure 5B that corre-
nature of the encoding of trial-specific information, how-spond to the performance conditions demarcated by
ever, differed markedly between subicular and hippo-the labels numbered 1–6 in Figure 5A. The blue bars in
campal cells, such that the length of the delay on thethe frequency distributions indicate percent of trials on
next trial literally dictated (1) whether subicular or hippo-which A  I Trial-type cell firing occurred and DNMS
campal cells were even firing in the delay (Figures 1B,performance was correct. Red bars indicate percent
1C, 2, and 5) and (2) the degree to which appropriateof trials on which I  A Trial-type cell firing occurred
(A) versus inappropriate (I) cell populations fired withinreflecting the percentage of error trials. Graphs 1–3 in
each structure (Figure 4). The factor that had the mostFigure 5B indicate the frequency distributions of trials
profound negative effect on performance, repeat trials,where the appropriate (A) Trial-type cell firing dominated
corresponded to the increased tendency for firing of Iand corresponded to80% correct DNMS performance
A SED and Trial-type cells to occur in that situation(numbers 1, 2, 3 in Figure 5A). In contrast, performance
(Figures 4 and 5).was near 50% or chance levels (i.e., the frequency of
Performance on short DNMS delay trials (15 s) wascorrect versus error trials was nearly equal) at number
necessarily and exclusively associated with subicular4 in Figure 5A, where the frequency of trials on which
encoding since hippocampal cells fired at baseline lev-A  I or I  A Trial-type cell firing was nearly the same
els during this portion of the delay. The subiculum “per-(Figure 5B). The increased frequency of error trials in
formed” short trials by maintaining firing of SED cellswhich I  A Trial-type cell firing occurred is shown in
initiated during the sample phase lever press (Figuresdistributions 5 and 6 in Figure 5B, and these corre-
1B, 1C, and 4A; Hampson and Deadwyler, 2003). Thesponded to the most severe DNMS performance deficits
influence of prior trials on subicular SED cell firing wasshown at 5 and 6 in Figure 5A.
manifested as (1) a suppression following a series of
long delay trials (Figure 2D), (2) an inherent bias to en-Subicular and Hippocampal Cells Control
code trials the same as the prior trial (Figure 5A, shortDifferent Mnemonic Processes
delays), and (3) a marked tendency to encode the nextThe above analyses reveal that the factors related to
trial as different from the prior trial following an error.prior trial history that determined performance differ-
As a consequence of these combined factors, approxi-ences in the DNMS task were similar to those that pro-
mately 83% of all short delay (15 s) trials were correctduced biases in subicular and hippocampal cell firing
(Figure 5A), with a majority (65%) of the errors occurringtendencies on the same trials (Figures 4 and 5). The
on trials that differed from the prior trial.
following general principles apply to these performance
If the delay interval on the next trial was15 s, subicu-
differences: (1) at short delays there was a strong ten-
lar cell firing spontaneously declined to near baseline
dency to anticipate the trial being the same as the prior
levels, and hippocampal cells increased firing as the
trial, especially if the prior trial was long (Figure 5A, duration of the delay increased. The slope or degree of
dashed lines); (2) however, if the delay on the next trial acceleration in firing was determined by the firing level
was 10 s, the strategy shifted to responding as if the of Trial-type and NC cells in the delay of the prior trial
trial differed from the prior trial (Figure 5A, dotted lines). (Figure 2B). The success of such “prospective encod-
Thus, repeating trials were performed well at short de- ing” (Frank and Brown, 2003; Kobayashi et al., 2003;
lays but were at risk at long delays as indicated by Koene et al., 2003) was determined strictly by whether
the rapid decline over delays 10 s (Figure 5A, dashed the next trial was different from the prior trial, i.e., alter-
lines). This drop in performance was accompanied by nated (Figures 4 and 5). Following a long delay error
the emergent tendency to respond as if the next trial trial, this alternation bias between differently tuned Trial-
were different from the prior trial, a bias that increased type cells was exceptionally prevalent. In such circum-
as the delay on the next trial increased (Figure 5A,15 s, stances, only Trial-type cells oppositely tuned from the
dotted lines). It is important to note that these markedly cells that fired on the prior (error) trial were activated in
separate trends in performance, when averaged to- the sample phase of the next trial, irrespective of which
gether, produced the overall “delay-dependent” appear- lever was pressed (Figures 3B and 3C). This necessarily
ance of the performance curve shown in Figures 1B resulted in “miscoded” trials (Deadwyler et al., 1996;
and 5A. Hampson and Deadwyler, 1996), even if the sample lever
It is clear, however, that trial-to-trial DNMS perfor- press normally associated with such firing did not occur.
mance was not a continuous declining linear function Fortunately, if this “miscoded trial” was short (15 s),
of delay, as the overall average curve suggests; rather, inappropriate (I) hippocampal cells did not have a
performance in the task consisted of trial-dependent chance to fire and subicular encoding determined per-
predispositions to respond in a particular manner based formance (Figures 1B and 4A). Thus, it can be presumed
on (1) immediate prior trial “history” and (2) the length that the hippocampus (1) encoded information primarily
of delay in the next trial. These predispositions were on the basis of the last trial performed, and (2) could
reflected in the prospective encoding strategies of con- only provide that information if the delay on the next
trial was 15 s.comitantly recorded subicular and hippocampal cell
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Separate Roles for Subiculum of identified trial-to-trial fluctuations in hippocampal or
subicular cell firing tendencies (Figures 2–5). The twoand Hippocampus in Memory
An important consideration regarding the partitioning of structures appeared to function by totally different but
complementary rubrics, with the subiculum operatingencoding in this DNMS task between subiculum and
hippocampus is the behavioral consequence if either in limited “real time” to encode and maintain accurate
representations of task-relevant information for approxi-structure is removed (Hampson et al., 1999a; Steffenach
et al., 2002). Animals trained on the same DNMS task mately 10–15 s, and the hippocampus “offline” during
the early portion of the delay but increasing participationand subjected to selective removal of hippocampus with
precise ibotenic acid injections showed pronounced in the encoding and retrieval processes as the delay
extended beyond 15 s (Figures 1B and 4A).deficits in the capacity to perform more than one type
of trial even at short (5–10 s) delays (Hampson et al., The mechanism for encoding the DNMS task therefore
consisted of “switching” between two different but1999a). The current analysis explains why animals in
that study that sustained damage to both subiculum highly tuned networks in subiculum and hippocampus.
The networks exhibited temporal firing patterns withinand hippocampus exhibited more severe deficits in the
task than animals with only hippocampal removal. Fi- their respective ensembles that not only reflected ongo-
ing events within the trial (subiculum) but also deter-nally, recent evidence showed that selective reduction
of subicular cell firing with injections of the GABAB re- mined how complimentary tuned cells would encode
behavioral events on the next trial (hippocampus). Theceptor agonist, baclofen, reduced DNMS task perfor-
mance on short (15 s) but not long delay trials (Hamp- strong biases in both structures to fire according to
preset circumstances makes such networks ideal forson and Deadwyler, 2003).
Prior studies that have attempted to define differential extending representations over time, but in the process
makes them susceptible to misrepresenting informationprocessing roles for hippocampal, subicular, and para-
hippocampal regions reported differences in spatial (An- that conflicts with the encoding biases resident within
each structure (i.e., repeat versus alternating trials).derson and O’Mara, 2003; Golob et al., 2001; Muir and
Bilkey, 2003) or object recognition (Fernandez et al., These findings definitely contrast with the classical
notion of “short-term memory decay” in terms of how2002; Moses et al., 2002) paradigms. The few reports in
rodents that have studied temporal sequences and memories are retained over time. Figure 5 indicates that
the decay function that reflects dissipation of retrievedother forms of declarative memory (Agster et al., 2002;
Eichenbaum, 2000) did not have the advantage of large information over time that is derived by averaging all
trials together at each interval during the delay is notdata sets from which to determine trial-by-trial influ-
ences and cell correlates as in this analysis. Studies in real. Rather, it is an artifact of the summing together of
many divergent types of trial-to-trial performance varia-nonhuman primates have utilized more sophisticated
cognitive tasks but focused on partitioning memory tions (Figure 5A), each influenced by a separate set of
variables acting to modify critical neuronal firing pat-functions across larger brain regions, such as temporal
and prefrontal cortices (Freedman et al., 2001; Pesaran terns within these two brain regions (Figures 2C, 2D,
and 5B). In order to show a true temporal dependenceet al., 2002; Suzuki and Eichenbaum, 2000). In humans,
distinctions between subiculum and hippocampus have of memory processes in the future, it will be necessary
to account for the types of trial-to-trial neural and behav-been inferred via deficits in memory performance follow-
ing lesions or other brain trauma (Holdstock et al., 2002; ioral fluctuations demonstrated here, as well as others
that may exist in paradigms different from this one. ThisManns et al., 2003). While more recent functional im-
aging studies have utilized techniques to differentiate is not only required, but perhaps desirable, in order to
elucidate the remarkable plasticity of mnemonic pro-memory processes in these brain areas (Fernandez et
al., 2002; Pihlajamaki et al., 2003), analyses are limited cesses capable of partitioning behavioral performance
into separate but complementary neural and func-by the scarcity of neuronal recordings to validate the
results (Van Elzakker et al., 2003). tional domains.
A Subicular-Hippocampal “Memory System” Experimental Procedures
The above findings provide a new viewpoint from which
Subjectsto consider how memory processes operate in subicu-
Subjects were male Long-Evans rats (n  25) ranging in age fromlum and hippocampus. Anatomically, the subiculum oc-
150 to 250 days at the time of testing. All experimental procedures
cupies a critical locus in the feedback projections from (behavioral, electrophysiological, and surgical) performed on ani-
hippocampal CA3/CA1 subfields to the entorhinal and mals in this study were approved by the Institutional Animal Care
other cortical regions (Lavenex and Amaral, 2000). As and Use Committee and conformed to USDA, AALAC, and NIH
guidelines for care and use of experimental animals.the connectivity of subiculum with parahippocampal re-
gions has become better defined (Kloosterman et al.,
2003), it is increasingly apparent that the subiculum is Apparatus
The apparatus was similar to that employed in other studies fromuniquely situated to receive both “naive” information
this laboratory (Deadwyler et al., 1996; Hampson and Deadwyler,directly from peri and postrhinal cortices (Burwell and
1996, 2003; Hampson et al., 1999a, 1999b, 2002), consisting of aAmaral, 1998) as well as information previously “pro-
Plexiglas behavioral testing chamber with two retractable levers oncessed” via the hippocampal CA3/CA1 subfields (Bur-
either side of a water trough (Figure 1A). An infrared photobeam
well, 2000; Naber et al., 2000). It is quite extraordinary nose poke device was mounted on the wall opposite the levers,
that in the present study, virtually all of the behavioral with a cue light positioned immediately above the nose poke device.
The entire apparatus was housed inside a sound-attenuated cubiclevariability in the task could be accounted for in terms
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and controlled by computers that collected all behavioral data in histograms (PEHs) with 100 ms bin width, 1.5 s around behavioral
events (SR or NR), or in 5 s intervals throughout the delay. Eachtime-stamped arrays.
neuron was classified as a particular cell type (Hampson et al.,
1999b, 2002) according to the behavioral events in which significantBehavioral Paradigm
(z  3.9, p  0.001) peak firing was observed (Table 1). Firing ratesThe DNMS paradigm is shown in Figure 1A and was identical to
of individual cell types were sorted by events or trials into categories,that described previously (Hampson and Deadwyler, 2003). Animals
then examined statistically for differences with respect to position,were water restricted (20–22 hr) and allowed free access to food
delay, prior trial, or behavioral performance. Statistical assessmentsfor maintenance at 85%–90% ad lib body weight throughout DNMS
utilized adjusted pairwise contrasts from the overall ANOVA for indi-training and testing. DNMS trials consisted of three main phases
vidual comparisons.(Figure 1A). First was the sample phase, in which either the left or
right lever (50% probability) was extended. The animal responded
Acknowledgments(SR) by pressing the lever, which was then immediately retracted.
Second was a random (1–30 s) duration delay phase, signaled by
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